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See Friday’s Evening Echo for Robert’s Euro 2004 awards

sorship at a major tournament.
The Danes are doing better than expected in

Portugal. But on average they do better in the
European Championships if they haven’t qual-
ified for it, so you never know with them.

The first half of the quarter-final is incred-
ibly poor and I regret the €135 that the ticket
cost. It is a great seat though, and with so
many empty ones around me, I get to watch
much of the first half lying down. I don’t even
bother getting up for the Mexican Wave. The
Wave gets a bit tedious after doing it at a
couple of matches and it definitely doesn’t
look good when there are 12,000 empty seats in
a stadium.

Anyway, as a member of the international
press, such behaviour is beneath me, so I usu-
ally stay seated.

The Czechs see the 1976 victory in the tour-
nament as more of a Slovak achievement, be-
cause their former countrymen filled most of
that team. So a win here would be extra spe-
cial.

They blitz the Danes in the second half with
goals from Koller and Baros.

With very little local interest in the Czech
Republic-Greece game, and few travelling
fans, there is a likelihood that people will be
selling tickets for well under cost price for this
semi-final.

Day 19
Lisbon is an intoxicating city. Today is my

fifth time here in less than three weeks and I
don’t think I’d ever get tired of it.

The press party is on tonight and the E ch o
man isn’t going to let the paper down by
passing up on free drink.

The great and good of football journalism
from around the world are here, but I recog-
nise only the British journalists; I appear to
be the only Irish one present.

The party is held in the gardens of the
Museum of Antique Arts, which has one of the
best views of the Tagus I have seen.

At one stage, sexy girls in skimpy costumes
run through the crowd throwing around giant
football balloons. This is the highlight of the
night for me.

A function like this is a place to make con-
tacts. Unfortunately, I do less mingling with
people and more mingling of drinks; grape is
mixed with grain, is mixed with malt, is
mixed with something red.

As my head gets lighter, my conviviality
soars. I tell Ray Houghton that he was my foot-
balling hero as a kid. John Motson graduated
with me (well, he got an honorary degree, but
we both sat in a room together wearing a silly
hat and gown) so we catch up. Some Russians
from RTR Television point out Hristo
Stoichkov to me, but he disappears quickly;
just like as a player, now you see him, now you
don’t. These Russians are the best I’ve met. I
just pluck out random words from my Russian
vocabulary and they all give me a hearty,
slightly ironic cheer.

The friendliest person I meet is Guillem
Belague, a journalist from Barcelona, who is a
pundit about La Liga on Sky Sports. He intro-
duces me to a group of guys from South Amer-
ican TV stations and the night turns into a bit
of a haze after this.

The last place I end up is a jazz club with a
radio presenter from Angola. I invite the band
to come over to Cork for the Festival in
October, so, just to warn the Metropole if they
turn up.

Day 20
Breakfast is always included in the price of

where you’re staying in Portugal. So I usually
set my alarm for 8am, fall down the stairs for
some cereal, bread and coffee, and then head
back up for another few hours’ sleep.

Today is no different. But I have to make
sure I get up soon because it is a day set aside

for sightseeing. Most of my tourist stops here
have been done while I’ve been on the way
somewhere else, but today I can go where I
want.

I have lunch at an Italian restaurant to set
me on my way, but have to pass up on the
chance of tasting macaroni and vodka because
of my hangover.

I need to go sightseeing because I’ve only
taken around ten photos so far in Portugal. I
have a good camera at home but didn’t bring it
because it’s heavy, and instead, invested in a
disposable one at the start of the trip. It
mightn’t be the best quality though, which I
should have guessed from the price of €4.99:
you can only use it during the day as it has no
flash, and the instructions on the back say not
to stand more than one metre away from your
subject.

It’s not that I’m a bad photographer (my tu-
tor used to say I had talent but my shots were

too interpretive — I’m still not sure what that
means,) I just keep forgetting to grab the cam-
era when I leave my hotel room. Nobody quite
captures, as I do, the light bouncing of a bald
man’s head as he walks in front of whatever
I’m taking a picture of.

A tram ride on one of the electric cars dat-
ing back a hundred years is one of the best
ways to see the city. It takes under two hours,
you get to hear a history of Lisbon and the
driver we have is a bit of a comedian.

It is a majestic city with the ramparts of St
George’s castle sitting proudly above it. Much
more Latin American in feel than the Gothic
North European architecture and layout of
Por to.

The river, of course, is predominant, consid-
ering the great history of discovery on the
seas by Portugal.

It was from the Tagus that Europeans sailed
to conquer the New World and make Lisbon

the world’s first truly global city.
I visit the Marine museum and get the com-

plete rundown on what I’d forgotten from his-
tory class in second year. The feats of Henry
the Navigator and Vasco de Gama (not much
talk of Magellan because the traitor sailed for
Spain.)

It always amazes me that in Ireland that we
don’t build up our marine history a bit more
as we are one of the few countries in Europe
completely surrounded by sea. General Brown
from Mayo found the Argentine Navy and how
many of us know anything about him?

Look at our navy now. Three boats with
girls’ names. The Jeannie Johnson sat in Cork
for months, and, now I’m not sure, but I don’t
think they let anyone get on it, despite it being
a tourist attraction all over North America.
Or what about closing the Viking Centre in
Dublin, I guess to build apartments. We just
don’t care.

St Brendan is supposed to have been the
first to have sailed to America and I think all
we’ve is a replica ship somewhere in Clare.
But that’s the typical reaction in Ireland. You
just know St Brendan did it to get his father’s
approval, but when he got home his Dad was
having none of it and welcomed him home
with: “Where have you been? Your mother’s
been worried sick.”

Having passed just about everybody twice
on my sightseeing walk of Lisbon, it’s not too
surprising when I bump into Chris and John
on the Avenida da Liberdade at dusk.

We decide to go on the prowl for the night.
Nuno taught me on the first day that when I
see a good-looking woman I should add an
“Aaahhh, Maria” to my lingering stare. But I
just know when I do this some unsuspecting
beauty is going to clatter me across the head.

What with so much football to get to it’s
been difficult to concentrate on courting the
l a d i e s.

While we don’t get lucky in that sense,
mainly due to my trying to chat up a German
girl who is with her fiance, I do buy a ticket
for the Portugal-Holland semi-final off two loc-
als. Their first asking price is €300. That got
short shrift and an offer of €200. They come
back a half-hour later with €250, but I stick to
my guns. An hour later I buy it for €200.

Day 21
Not since Alfonso Henriques got rid of the

Moors after the Siege if Lisbon back in 1147
have you seen such Portuguese joy. Perhaps
I’m exaggerating but I doubt it.

It is an amazing match. The Dutch might get
some harsh decisions, but the winners deserve
it. The Portuguese want it more and but for
the awful Pauleta, would win buy a couple of
goals (you want to know why Pauleta is so
bad? I backed him to be top scorer at the
C h a m p i o n s h i p s. )

Having cast off the cloak of objectivity, I
stand in my Benfica shirt, with a Portugal flag
wrapped around my waist and spin my scarf
in the air like every other Portuguese fan. At
far too regular intervals the Potugal support-
ers get up to spin their scarves and chant.
Definitely far too often for me as whenever I
get up I am slapped in the face by the man
next to me spinning his flag.

Luis Figo is the man tonight. He even tracks
back a few times during the game. Maniche
scores another cracker, a ball that was aiming
for my head before curling in off the post.

The celebrations go on into the early hours
and Chris, John and I are in the middle of
them. At 3am the lads try persuade me to stay
until the final (they have tickets, I don’t), that
I can’t go home before seeing Portugal win.
My flight is at 10.30 tomorrow morning and
there is no other direct way to Ireland for an-
other week.

Underneath the monument to Dom Pedro IV
on the square in Rossio, we say our goodbyes,
until tomorrow or until two years’ time in
Ger many.

DECO: Well aware he shares a name with a famous Cork newspaper.
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